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For Rachd Allq

My brother and I were at Sinai
He lccpt a journal
of what he saw

of what he heard
of what it all meant to him

I wish I had such a record
of what happened to me rhere

It seems like every time I want ro wrire
I cant
I'm always holding a baby
one of my own
or one for a friend
always holding e baby
so m), hfids are never &ee

to !ryrit€ things down

And then
es tim€ passes

the particulars
the hard daa
the who what when where why
slip away from me
and all I'm left wirh is
the feeling

But feelings are iust sounds

the vowel barking of e mute

My brother is so sure of what he heard
after all he's got a record of it
consonant after consonant after consonant

If we remembercd it together
we could re-create holy time
sparks fying


